Beer Blog Working With Brands To Announce
Light-hearted Product
November 05, 2018
Online digital magazine beerxwine is becoming the latest attraction for popular products, recipes, and
wine and beer-related paraphernalia. They have announced the release of a recent comparative
review for the top drinking card games for purchase online.
Company spokesperson Jason Morales states that their latest review coverage on the best drinking
card games, “should not be taken seriously, but our readers are eating them up.”
Beerxwine is designed to unite beer and wine drinkers across the globe; it is a collective of beer and
wine aficionados that extends beyond the online platform. In fact, their journey started at tastings and
festivals and they are just now utilizing online as a forum.
"We do our best to provide our readers with comprehensive reviews of the fun beer and wine
products. With a full-time staff, we are reaching quite broad with our delivery.”
While the review outlines a variety of options, it goes into detail about each version and where to buy
the four games. Mostly, the products are available on Amazon.
“The review sometimes pokes fun at anyone willing to use the product at a social outing, and the
outcome, but that is what the educated online reader wants these days. We’ve got enough news and
politics and positions on things… it’s time to have a laugh and maybe pick up a cool product or two,”
adds Morales. “We like Amazon because the price is right for the consumer, they have nearly
everything, and that allows us to grab the item quickly and test it out over the weekend.”
Beerxwine does cooperate with brands, but it isn’t a regular thing. “We want to go into the review as
most skeptical consumers do in the online marketplaces. This looks cool, but will my friends and
fellow beer and wine drinkers think so too?”
We agree. To check out the reviews and fun stuff going on at beerxwine, go here:
http://www.beerxwine.com/
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